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!U. S.-Nuclear'Ragul'atory Commission ]Document Control Desk.
- Washington, DC; 20555-
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-Dear-Sir:

'

HOPE CREEKLGENERATING STATION .

"=

-DOCKET NO..50-354- 1
'

JUNIT NOL 1;

LICENSEE EVENT-REPORT 191-004-01
'
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This Licensee _-Event Report .is being subinitted : pursuant. to-
' thet requirements of- 10CFR50.73 (a) (2) (iv) .-

-

J- ' Sincerely,
._
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~J.J..Hagan .)
General Manager -
Hope-' Creek. Operations ,
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On 2/3/91, a Channel "A" PCIS actuation occurred while a Controlo
Technician was valving in a reactor vessel level instrument following
completion of an Environmental Qualification seal design change on the
instrument. On 2/13/91, a Channel "A" PCIS actuation occurred while a
Controls Technician was verifying instrument valves to be in the open
position. In both cases, after verifying that all expected actuations had
taken place, the Senior Nuclear Shift Supervisor (SNSS, SRO licensed)
directed that the isolation signal be reset, and that all affected
equipment be returned to a normal configuration. Subsequent investigation
determined that the primary cause of the PCIS initiations is the inherent |
sensitivity of reactor vessel instrumert reference leg instrumentation to
minor hydraulic transients on the reference legs. Additionally, it was~
determined that removal from service and restoration of vessel reference
leg instrumentation may require placing associated trip units in a " test"
condition to preclude actuation. This requirement is not proceduralized.
Corrective actions include providing additional procedural guidance,
completing a design change to install calibration volume chambers on
selected reference leg instrumentation, and discussing these incidents
with Controls Technicians and Supervisoro during Maintenance Department
Continuing Training.
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PLANT AND SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION

p General Electric - Boiling Water Reactor (BWH/4)
Reactor Instrumentation (EIIS Designation: IG)
-Filtration, Recirculation, and Ventilation system (EIIS: VA)
Torus Water Cleanup (EIIS: CG)

IDENTIFICATION OF OCCURRENCE

Engineered Safety Features (ESP) Actuation: Primary containment
Isolation System (PCIS) Actuation While Manipulating Vessel
Level Instrument Valves '

Event Dates: 2/3/91; 2/13/91
Event Times: 0610; 0948
This LER was initiated by Incident Report Nos. 90-025 and
90-028.

CONDITIONS PRIOR TO OCCURRENCE

2/3/91: Plant in OPERATIONAL CONDITION 5 (Refueling)

2/13/91: Plant in OPERATIONAL CONDITION 4 (flot Shutdown)

DESCRIPTION OF OCCURRENCE

On 2/3/91 at 0610, and again on 2/13/91 at 0948, control room |
personnel received indications that the following ESF functions
had occurred:

- The Reactor Building Ventilation System tripped

"A" and "E" Filtration, Recirculation, and' Ventilation
system (FRVS) recirc Cano received a start algnal

~ ~ ~

"A" FRVS Vent fan received a start signal

- The Torus Water Cleanup system inboard and outboard
containment isolation valves closed.

In both ~ instances, immediate investigation by control room |
personnel determined that the above actuations / isolations
were the result of an invalid reactor vessel low level signal. I
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DESCRIPTION OF OCCURRENCE (CONT'D1

The event on 2/3/91 occurred during the restoration of a |
reactor vessel level transmitter to service following
completion of an Environmental Qualification design change on
the transmitter seals. When a Controls Technician valved the
transmitter back into service, a minor hydraulic transient was
introduced into the reactor vessel reference leg, causing the
actuation of an adjacent transmitter.

The event on 2/13/91 occurred when a minor hydraulic transient
was introduced into the reactor vessel reference leg while a
Controle Technician was verifying instrument valves to be in
the open position. This work was being performed in the same
instrument rack as the work in the 2/3/91 event.

In each case, control room personnel verified that all expected
actuations had occurred, with the exception of equipment and
component 3 which were cleared and tagged due to the refueling
outage. After resetting the invalid low level signals, all
affected equipment was returned to a normal status.

APPARENT CAUSE OF OCCURRENCE

The primary .cause of' these occurrences is the inherent |
.

sensitivity of the reactor vessel instrument reference legs to
minor hydraulic transients introduced by evolutions .such as
those identified in this LER. Additionally, it was determined
that removal.from service and restoration of vessel reference
log instrumentation may require placing associated trip units
in a " test" condition to preclude actuation, however, this
practice is not proceduralized.

,

ANALYSIG OF OCCURRENCE

Reactor vessel level and pressure instruments are situated .on
channelized reference legs -(common instrument lines for each
channel)-. The manipulation of instrument valves on these lines I

is recognized as an extremel'y' sensitive evolution; sensitive to

|the extent that during qualification, controls Technicians are
required to demonstrate proficiency in instrument valve
-manipulation on a- mock-up reference leg simulator during
training. In the past, this anhanced training and additional
procedural cautions have been identified as being necessary to
prevent actuations of this nature.

. _ . . _. _ . . _ . . . _
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Additionally, a design change recommended by the BWR ownero
Group Scram Frequency Reduction Committoo was initiated in
1988.- The purpose of this design change was to further reduc'c
sensitivity of celected instrumento during calibratlon
evolutions by adding a cdlibration volume chamber (head tank)
to the instrumento. The level transmitter boluo returned to
service and the adjacent transmitter which initiated the PCIS
actuation are two it.atrumento identifiod for enhancement by
thin design change.

Implementation of this design chango har, boon ongoing ninco the
stations second refueling outage in 1989, and has boon
completed for all Channel "B" and "D" inatrumantation.
Channels "A" and "C" are schedF'od to be completed during the
fourth refueling outago (currently ocheduled for Septombor,
1992).

.

.

P_REVIOUS OCCURRENCES

A search of previous occurrences dolormined that five
reportable events since 1986 have boon attributed to hydraulic
transienta in the venoel instrumentation reference legs while
valvirig in transmitters (Ref: LERo 86-043, 86-054, 86-055,
86-093, and 87 030). Past correctivo actions have included
enhanced training, procedural enhancements, and initiating the
design change to add calibration volume chamborn in accordanno
with the BWR Ownero Group recommendations. As a result of
those previous occurrences, barriors have also been erected
around those sonoitivo racks to provout inadvortent contact
with the racks.

SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE

Those incidento posed minimal safety algnificance, as the
station was in a refueling outage at the time of these eventa,
and primary containment integrity.was not required to be in
place. Tho work being performed when those incidents took 1
place would normally be performed only during outage
conditions, and would not have been performed during normal
power operation, except in the event of failed instrumentation.
All Channel "A" PCIS functions occurred as required on recolpt
of the isolation algnal, and innodiately after verification,
were reset to a normal configuration.
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g.QMECTI v.E ACTIONS

1) The design change which installn enlibratton volemo
chambera to selected i ns truaien ta tion hao been ongoing
since 1989, and will be completed during the fourtn
refueling outage (currently ocheduled for 9/92).

2) Those incidents will be reviewod with all Controlo |
Technicians and Dupervisora during Mr.jntonance Departmalt
Continuing Training,

3) Technical Department, with input from Malutonance
Department, will procedural 120 the requirouents for
placing reactor voanol i ns trumen t.a tion in a " tost"
condition, utilizing toutability featuren installed during
the third refuoling outage, prior to evolutions such an
those noted in this report.

Dincorely,

,han$r b[J.J. Ita
General Manager -
llopo Creek Operations

SORC Mtg. 91-033
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